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Abstract Fluorescent proteins (FPs) have become popular
imaging tools because of their high specificity, minimal
invasive labeling and allowing visualization of proteins and
structures inside living organisms. FPs are genetically
encoded and expressed in living cells, therefore, labeling
involves minimal effort in comparison to approaches
involving synthetic dyes. Photoactivatable FPs (paFPs)
comprise a subclass of FPs that can change their absorption/
emission properties such as brightness and color upon
irradiation. This methodology has found a broad range of
applications in the life sciences, especially in localizationbased super-resolution microscopy of cells, tissues and even
entire organisms. In this review, we discuss recent
developments and applications of paFPs in super-resolution
localization imaging.
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Introduction
The ability to visualize animals and plants on all spatial scales,
from organs over tissues to cells and further to the subcellular
or even molecular levels has been decisive for resolving many
important questions in biology and medicine. Medical
applications call for imaging techniques that are minimally
invasive and provide high imaging depths, such as positron
emission tomography (PET) (Ter-Pogossian et al. 1975),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Lauterbur 1973) or
optical coherence tomography (OCT) (Huang et al. 1991).
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These techniques enable direct, in situ visualization of organs
and tissues, but their optical resolution is fairly limited. Other
imaging techniques such as electron microscopy (EM) (Knoll
and Ruska 1932) or atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Binnig
et al. 1986) yield sub-nanometer resolution with inorganic
specimens; however, their application to live biological
samples is severely restricted (Koster and Klumperman
2003). Far-field optical microscopy with visible light is
minimally invasive, fast and capable of resolving subcellular
structures. Therefore, it has become the most widely used
technique to visualize subcellular structures in living cells
and tissues. Fluorescence-based optical microscopy is a
particularly attractive imaging strategy mainly for two
reasons. Fluorescence offers excellent image contrast and
sensitivity, which is due to the fact that fluorescence is
spectrally red-shifted and time-delayed with respect to
elastically scattered excitation light, which can efficiently be
blocked in the detection. Moreover, notwithstanding some
notable exceptions (e.g., green plant tissues), autofluorescence
is not of concern for many biological specimens or can be
minimized by choosing suitable excitation wavelengths. In
addition, fluorescence imaging typically involves extrinsic
labeling with highly specific fluorescent markers. While
specific labeling can be very challenging, it has the key
advantage that we can focus on a selected biomolecule or
biomolecular assembly without interference from the myriads
of other biomolecules that are also present in the sample. A
huge variety of fluorescent dyes exist that allow organelles,
membrane structures, cell compartments, and specific tissues
to be visualized, and even particular biomolecules can be
localized within living cells. Immunofluorescence labeling,
in which small organic dyes are attached to biomolecules via
antibodies, is a very popular approach. However, because
antibodies and many organic dyes are not membrane
permeable, specimens are usually fixed to enable staining of
internal structures of cells. For live imaging, fluorescent
proteins (FPs) have become extremely popular because they
are produced by the cell itself after transfection of plasmid
DNA, no subsequent labeling procedures are required
(Wiedenmann et al. 2009). For example, a fusion protein can
be generated by fusing DNA sequences encoding the FP to the
sequence of the target protein or to the sequence of a protein
binding to the target structure. Likewise, promoter–reporter
fusions can also be imaged in live cells and tissues, both in
animals and plants.
Fluorescent proteins
Osamu Shimomura discovered the first FP in the jellyfish
Aequorea victoria in 1962 (Shimomura et al. 1962). It emitted
green fluorescence under 400-nm illumination and was thus
appropriately termed the green fluorescent protein (GFP).
However, only 30 years later, the next crucial steps towards
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the application of GFP as a fluorescent marker were taken, the
cloning of its gene by Prasher and co-workers in 1992
(Prasher et al. 1992), followed by the recombinant expression
in Escherichia coli and Caenorhabditis elegans by Martin
Chalfie and collaborators (Chalfie et al. 1994). Quickly
thereafter, Tsien and coworkers took on the effort to engineer
GFP variants with different spectral properties that allow for
color multiplexing and advanced fluorescence microscopy
modalities (Tsien 1998). For example, enhanced cyan
fluorescent ECFP (Heim and Tsien 1996) in combination with
yellow EYFP (Ormo et al. 1996) has become popular for
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments. By
measuring the distance-dependent energy transfer between
two dyes with overlapping emission and absorption spectra,
this approach provides insight into processes on spatial scales
of a few nanometers, for example, protein structural changes
and protein–protein interactions. Soon afterwards, homologs
of GFP were discovered in anthozoa animals (Wiedenmann
1997; Matz et al. 1999). In the meantime, GFP-like proteins
have been found in many species, so that a large number of
FPs have become available that can be further optimized by
protein engineering into fluorescent marker tools. Some of the
new proteins show entirely novel properties, such as redshifted excitation and emission bands and photoinduced
changes of their fluorescence properties (Miyawaki 2002;
Verkhusha and Lukyanov 2004; Wiedenmann et al. 2004a;
Wiedenmann and Nienhaus 2006; Kredel et al. 2009;
Miyawaki et al. 2012; Shcherbakova et al. 2012). For
multicolor applications, orange and red FPs are very important
because they provide the appropriate spectral separation from
the emission of blue to green markers. For example, the
combination of EGFP (Cormack et al. 1996) with the red
monomeric mCherry (Shaner et al. 2004) is often employed
for two-color colocalization studies. Apart from improving the
photophysics, most importantly the bleaching resistance,
efforts are currently focused on the development of further
red-shifted FPs because cellular autofluorescence is much
weaker in the red and near-infrared spectral region, and red
light is less phototoxic and can penetrate more deeply into
biological tissues.
In this review, we shall focus on photoactivatable FPs
(paFPs). These marker proteins have fluorescence emission
properties which can be controlled by light irradiation. There
are two modes of FP photoactivation that are presently being
distinguished. Members of the first group can be
photoswitched reversibly between a fluorescent "on state"
and a non-fluorescent "off state" (Ando et al. 2004; Stiel
et al. 2007; Andresen et al. 2008; Grotjohann et al. 2011).
Members of the second group undergo irreversible
photoconversion upon light irradiation, either from a nonfluorescent to a fluorescent state (Patterson and LippincottSchwartz 2002; Gautier et al. 2008) or between two
fluorescent states with different emission wavelengths
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(Miyawaki 2002; Verkhusha and Lukyanov 2004;
Wiedenmann et al. 2004a; Wiedenmann and Nienhaus 2006;
Kredel et al. 2009; Miyawaki et al. 2012; Shcherbakova et al.
2012). Recently, both photoactivation modes have also been
combined within a single protein, as in IrisFP (Adam et al.
2008; Fuchs et al. 2010) and NijiFP (Adam et al. 2011). Due
to their multiple photoactivation modes, these FPs can be used
in more complicated experimental settings, e.g., combined
super-resolution and pulse-chase experiments. Because of
their versatility and ease of use, paFP markers play a central
role in super-resolution localization microscopy, especially for
imaging of live specimens.
Super-resolution microscopy
All conventional light microscopy methods are based on the
interference of waves, and therefore, are limited in resolution
to ~200 nm by diffraction (Abbe 1873). However, in recent
years, several concepts of bypassing this diffraction limit were
developed independently. The first method that was proposed
to resolve subdiffractional features by means of optical farfield fluorescence microscopy involved the use of stimulated
emission by the fluorophores (Hell and Wichmann 1994). We
only mention it briefly here; further details can be found in
recent reviews (Hell 2007; Hedde and Nienhaus 2010). In this
raster-scanning method, the sample is irradiated with a tightly
focused excitation spot, i.e., a bell-shaped intensity
distribution in the focal plane, and subsequent, forced
deexcitation by stimulated emission with a perfectly overlayed
"donut" pulse, which has zero intensity in the center.
Therefore, the probability of deexcitation increases with
distance from the center. The result is an effective observation
area (in 2D) or volume (in 3D) with dimensions smaller than
the one given by wave diffraction. We note that both the
excitation and depletion patterns are diffraction-limited, but
the method works because stimulated emission of
fluorophores is a nonlinear, saturable process. In fact, all
known super-resolution microscopy methods exploit the
nonlinear (on–off switching) optical response of fluorophores.
Conceptually much simpler than stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy or its generalization reversible
saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT)
microscopy are methods based on the detection and
localization of individual fluorophores. This approach was
independently introduced in 2006 by three groups and then
termed photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM)
(Betzig et al. 2006), fluorescence photoactivation localization
microscopy (FPALM) (Hess et al. 2006) and stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et al. 2006). The
image of a single fluorophore, which has molecular
dimensions of ~1 nm, is a diffraction-limited intensity
distribution (Airy spot) with a width of several hundred
nanometers. However, the fluorophore location, given by the
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center of gravity of the distribution, can be assessed with a
precision that is much higher than the image resolution itself
(Yildiz et al. 2003). Localization is only possible as long as the
individual emitters are spatially well separated; so that their
spots do not overlap. Consequently, they have to be a few
hundred nanometers apart within a single image. However,
the sampling criterion requires a density of markers that
corresponds to a distance of half the desired resolution
(Nyquist 1928; Shannon 1949). We further note that an n -fold
increase in image resolution requires an n 3-fold increase in the
number of labels for a three-dimensional image. Therefore,
localization is impossible with conventional imaging methods
due to the resulting overlap of the signals from the densely
arranged emitters. In super-resolution localization
microscopy, this problem is avoided by spreading the image
formation over time. Many (103–105) camera images are
taken sequentially with brief exposure times (typically 5–
100 ms) and analyzed to obtain a single super-resolution
image. To limit the number of fluorophores within a single
image so as to avoid overlap, fluorescent probes are required
that can be controlled by light irradiation. Localization images
are taken with all markers initially in their off state. They are
sparsely and stochastically activated to their bright,
fluorescent state. Since the activation procedure ensures that
only a tiny fraction of molecules is allowed to emit
fluorescence within the dwell time of a single camera image,
their spatial separation is ensured. These molecules are
precisely localized, deactivated, and another camera image is
taken. By this repetitive procedure, a large number of markers
can be localized sequentially without overlap, and dense
labeling is not a problem as long as the background from the
deactivated markers is negligible (Fig. 1).
Three ingredients are essential for super-resolution
localization microscopy:
(1) A wide-field, camera-based fluorescence microscope
with sensitivity sufficient for single molecule detection
(2) Markers that can be optically switched from a dark, nonfluorescent state to a bright, fluorescent state by light
irradiation
(3) An efficient localization algorithm for image
reconstruction
As we have explained above, super-resolution microscopy
based on the localization of individual markers requires
registration of spatially well separated, non-overlapping
signals. Importantly, we need a high density of labels to
achieve high resolution. Therefore, the vast majority of
markers need to be in their inactive, "dark" state at any given
point in time. This may be either a completely non-fluorescent
state, or a state where the wavelength of the emitted
fluorescence is outside of the color channel used for single
molecule detection. If, prior to image acquisition, too many
fluorophores are in their bright state, they have to be switched
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the image
acquisition procedure for
localization microscopy; details
are explained in the text

off by strong illumination with the off-switching wavelength
when working with photoswitchable FPs. For irreversible
photoconverting FPs, an excess of previously activated
markers has to be bleached first by strong excitation, and
image acquisition can be started after reaching a sufficiently
low population of activated FPs. Localization microscopy
data should be recorded with an excitation power that is
sufficient to capture all photons from a single emission burst
in a single image frame instead of distributing the emission
over many frames, thereby ensuring best signal/noise ratio.
Moreover, for photoconverters, quick bleaching is required to
remove those molecules that have already been captured.
During data acquisition, the light for photoactivation should
be continuously adjusted to maintain a high but not too high
number of fluorophores within each image frame until the
supply of fluorophores has been depleted. Image data are
processed by suitable software, preferentially in real time,
i.e., while data acquisition is running, to provide continuous
feedback on the number of fluorophores captured (Hedde
et al. 2009). Data evaluation can be divided into three steps
(Li et al. 2013):
(1) After image denoising, the individual signals are
identified, usually by means of a brightness threshold.
(2) Marker positions are determined with subdiffraction
precision, e.g., by fitting a Gaussian distribution or
maximum-likelihood estimation.
(3) The positions of all molecules in all frames and their
respective errors are included in a single, super-resolved
reconstruction image.
The resolution of the resulting super-resolved image (in
2D) is determined by the localization accuracy (Thompson
et al. 2002),
σ2r ¼

s2
a2
8πs4 b2
þ
þ 2 2 ;
N 12N
a N

where N is the number of detected photons, s is the width
(standard deviation) of the image spot associated with an
individual fluorophore (point spread function [PSF]), a is
the camera pixel size, and b is the background noise. The

equation shows that, besides using bright fluorophores (large
N) and ensuring a low background level (small b), the camera
pixel size has to be chosen suitably for optimal results in
localization-based imaging. At large pixel sizes, pixelation
noise increases, whereas at small pixel sizes, background
noise increases. The best ratio of pixel size to PSF size,
 a 4
s

¼

96πb2
;
N

depends on the number of photons detected. Thus, in STORM
imaging with bright synthetic dyes, a pixel size of 70–100 nm
is typically chosen (van de Linde et al. 2008; Wombacher et al.
2010), which is a bit smaller than in PALM imaging with less
bright FP probes, where a size of 100–130 nm is preferred
(Betzig et al. 2006; Hess et al. 2006). State-of-the-art superresolution localization microscopy routinely provides a spatial
resolution below ~20 nm, i.e., an improvement by more than
one order of magnitude over diffraction-limited imaging.
Essential for this approach are fluorophores that are endowed
with a suitable photoactivation mechanism, as will be
discussed in the ensuing section.

Photoactivatable fluorescent proteins for localization
microscopy
A change in the spectral properties of FPs due to light
irradiation, then referred to as blinking, was already
discovered in an early single molecule study on avGFP in
1997 (Dickson et al. 1997). Subsequently, blinking was also
found in red FPs and, eventually, the photodynamics was
thoroughly studied and better understood (Schenk et al.
2004). As yet, many paFPs with different photoactivation
modes (reversible photoswitching and irreversible
photoconversion) have been identified and further engineered
for their use as optical markers. Photoconversion is a
consequence of light-induced changes of the covalent bonds
of the chromophore itself or amino acids in its vicinity. Such
photochemical modifications can result in a shift of the
absorption and emission spectra or in transformation from a
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dark, non-fluorescent to a bright fluorescent state. In contrast,
photoswitching is based on a cis–trans isomerization of the
chromophore, except for the photoswitchable FP Dreiklang
(Brakemann et al. 2011). Commonly, photoisomerization is
accompanied by a protonation/deprotonation of the
chromophore and conformational changes of nearby amino
acids (Mizuno et al. 2008, 2010; Gayda et al. 2012). A
selection of popular paFPs used in localization microscopy
is listed in Table 1 together with their relevant optical
properties.
Photoconvertible FPs
PA-GFP, engineered by mutagenesis of the original GFP, was
the first paFP (Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz 2002).
Upon illumination with 400-nm light, glutamic acid at
position 212 of the amino acid sequence of PA-GFP is
decarboxylated, followed by a reorientation of the hydrogen
bonding network around the chromophore (van Thor et al.
2002). These structural modifications give rise to an ~100-fold
increase of the fluorescence emission. Similarly, the
fluorescence of photoactivatable monomeric red FP, PAmRFP1-1, increases ~70-fold after irradiation with violet light
(Verkhusha and Sorkin 2005). PA-GFP has been used in
FPALM imaging to determine the diffusion coefficient of
hemagglutinin in live fibroblasts (Hess et al. 2007). However,
the low contrast between the bright and dark species limits the
performance of both proteins in super-resolution imaging.
Usually, a much greater contrast ratio (>1:1,000) is offered
by photoconvertible FPs that shift their emission color.
Several examples are known for a class of photoactivatable
FPs that shift their fluorescence from green (GFP-like) to red
(RFP-like) upon photoactivation, including Kaede (Ando
et al. 2002), the engineered KikGR (Tsutsui et al. 2005;
Habuchi et al. 2008) and EosFP (Wiedenmann et al. 2004b;
Nienhaus et al. 2006). Monomeric versions have also been
developed for improved performance as fusion proteins for
cellular imaging (Wiedenmann and Nienhaus 2006; Habuchi
et al. 2008; Wiedenmann et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2012). In
these FPs, the protein backbone between Phe61 and His62 is
cleaved upon absorption of ~400-nm light, and a double bond
is formed between the Cα and Cβ of the His62 side chain. In
this way, the delocalized π-electron system of the GFP
chromophore is significantly extended and, consequently, its
absorption and emission bands are considerably red-shifted
(Mizuno et al. 2003; Nienhaus et al. 2005). For superresolution imaging in a single color channel, the green
fluorescence of green-to-red photoconverting FPs is very
helpful to quickly identify structures of interest prior to data
acquisition in the red channel. Multi-color applications require
other, spectrally different paFPs. For example, the cyan-togreen converter, PS-CFP2 (Chudakov et al. 2004), was used
in combination with EosFP for dual-color super-resolution
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PALM imaging (Shroff et al. 2007). However, in dual-color
imaging, there may be a conflict between the green emission
of unconverted EosFP and the photoactivated species of the
other marker, which prohibits parallel detection in both
channels and, thus, reduces the temporal resolution by a factor
of two. Consequently, for such applications, dark-to-bright
photoconverters such as red fluorescent PAmCherry (Subach
et al. 2009) or PATagRFP (Subach et al. 2010a) might be
better suited than green-to-red photoconverters. Still, the
400-nm photoactivation wavelength common to many paFPs
makes it difficult to optimize the number of active molecules
for both detection channels at the same time.
Photoswitchable FPs
A homolog of GFP found in the sea anemone Anemonia
sulcata, asFP595, was the first FP reported to be reversibly
photoswitchable (Lukyanov et al. 2000). The fluorescence
intensity of asFP595 increases under green excitation and
can be switched off by blue light. Since irradiation at the
excitation wavelength populates the fluorescent state, the
protein is called a positive photoswitcher (Stiel et al. 2008).
However, asFP595 is tetrameric, which is disadvantageous for
its application as a fusion protein (Nienhaus and Wiedenmann
2009); consequently, it has not found widespread application
in cell biology. asFP595 was followed by Dronpa (Ando et al.
2004; Stiel et al. 2007), a monomeric negative photoswitcher;
irradiation with the blue excitation light populates the nonfluorescent state; photoactivation of the bright fluorescent
state occurs by absorption of violet light. Extensive
mutagenesis lead to multiple variants of Dronpa, e.g., a fastswitching variant, rsFastLime (Stiel et al. 2007), a blue-shifted
variant, bsDronpa, and a paFP with positive-switching
characteristics, consequently termed Padron (Andresen et al.
2008). Fast switching actually refers to a high quantum yield
of photoswitching, so that the FP emits only a few photons
before switching again to the dark state. This is not so
important for localization-based methods, but crucial for
targeted super-resolution techniques such as RESOLFT
microscopy (Hell et al. 2003). The 18-nm blue-shifted
fluorescence emission of bsDronpa with respect to Donpa
was exploited for dual-color super-resolution imaging, since
the detection of the individual emitters in two spectral
windows allows a discrimination of the paFP by their
emission spectra (Schönle and Hell 2007; Bossi et al. 2008).
The red switchable paFPs rsCherry and rsCerryRev were
generated on the basis of the crystal structure of the
monomeric red FP mCherry and have been employed
successfully in time-lapse live-cell subdiffraction imaging of
the endoplasmic reticulum (Stiel et al. 2008). In general,
reversible switchers are not ideal markers for localizationbased super-resolution microscopy because all photons from
a single emitter should be collected within a single image
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frame to achieve optimal localization precision. Therefore,
intense excitation light should be applied. Then, however,
positive photoswitchers become photoactivated excessively,
so that their density becomes so high that they cannot be
individually resolved, whereas negative photoswitchers are
switched off before they have emitted their full photon budget.
Furthermore, photoswitchable FPs typically exhibit a lower
contrast ratio between bright and dark states than
photoconvertible FPs. Thus, reversibly switchable FPs are
better suited for other super-resolution microscopy techniques
such as RESOLFT (Grotjohann et al. 2011, 2012), saturated
structured illumination microscopy (SSIM) (Gustafsson 2005;
Rego et al. 2012) or stochastic optical fluctuation imaging
(SOFI) (Dertinger et al. 2009). For these methods, assuming
sufficiently dense labeling, the resolution is mainly
determined by the maximum number of switching cycles
possible prior to (permanent) photobleaching. For example,
Dronpa and reversibly switchable rsTagRFP (Subach et al.
2010b), which are both variants of monomeric red TagRFP
(Merzlyak et al. 2007), were successfully applied in dual-color
photochromic SOFI (pcSOFI) (Dedecker et al. 2012).

Technical developments in paFP-based localization
microscopy
In addition to having bright fluorescent markers with high
photoactivation contrast, the choice of instrumentation is
essential for localization microscopy. Since image resolution
scales with the inverse square root of the number of photons
collected from a given fluorophore, high detection efficiency
is a top priority. Fluorescence from the specimen should be
collected with an oil or water immersion objective lens having
a high numerical aperture (>1.0) and detected on a camera
with a high quantum yield such as an EMCCD camera.
Likewise, the background from detector noise and unwanted
fluorescence from the samples should be as low as possible.
Background fluorescence strongly depends on the mode of
excitation (Fig. 2, top row).
Excitation modes
Localization microscopy is based on widefield detection; so
the entire field of view, typically several tens of micrometers,
must be evenly illuminated. Different widefield illumination
modes are known, including epi-illumination, total internal
reflection (TIRF) illumination (Axelrod et al. 1982), and
selective plane illumination (SPIM) (Voie et al. 1993;
Huisken et al. 2004). Illumination by TIRF has become very
popular for localization microscopy because of its sectioning
capability. Only fluorophores within ~100 nm from the cover
slip are excited and can be imaged. Thus, the method is
preferred for studying processes close to the plasma
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membrane with an excellent signal/noise ratio because it
avoids the excitation of background fluorescence from other
layers. The excitation light impinges under a large angle to the
optical axis on the interface between the cover glass and the
specimen. Because there is a sudden decrease of the refractive
index at the glass–water interface, the light is totally reflected,
and only a so-called evanescent light field penetrates ~100 nm
deep into the sample. The prism-based TIRF geometry (Helm
et al. 2009), in which the excitation is completely decoupled
from detection because light enters at an angle greater than the
critical angle via a prism placed on top of the specimen, is not
widely used for localization microscopy because it is less
convenient. In objective-based TIRF microscopy, an epiillumination configuration is used, so the excitation light is
applied through the objective that collects the fluorescence
emission. Instead of passing through the center of the
objective, the excitation beam is shifted to the edge region
so that it impinges on the sample under an angle greater than
the critical angle for total reflection. This condition is only met
when using very high-NA, oil-immersion objectives.
TIRF excitation is ideal for studies of processes happening
close to the plasma membrane, such as the formation of focal
adhesions by cells adhering to a cover glass surface. For
example, by using fusions of paxillin with EosFP, PALM with
TIRF excitation yields images with excellent resolution of the
focal adhesion structures (Fig. 3). In fact, TIRF excitation was
used to image focal adhesions of FoLu cells expressing
dEosFP-tagged vinculin or tdEosFP-tagged actin in the first
PALM demonstration (Betzig et al. 2006). Subsequently,
PALM experiments in combination with single particle
tracking allowed the formation of adhesion complexes to be
visualized in CHO cells, using the fusion probe tdEosFPpaxillin (Shroff et al. 2008). EosFP fusions to integrin and
talin were employed to reveal the dynamic nano-organization
of those proteins inside single adhesions of MEF cells
(Rossier et al. 2012). The migration of α-actinin and paxillin
molecules between focal adhesions of HeLa cells was
visualized and quantified in combined super-resolution
pulse-chase experiments by using fusion constructs with
mIrisFP (Fuchs et al. 2010). Also, the organization of various
plasma-membrane proteins including Src (Owen et al. 2010),
Gag (Manley et al. 2008), hemagglutinin (Hess et al. 2007), Tcell receptor, and Lat (Lillemeier et al. 2010) was studied by
PALM with TIRF excitation, and the analysis of such
experiments was refined by using pair-correlation analysis
(Sengupta et al. 2011).
In epi-illumination, the excitation light is focused along the
optical axis into the back focal plane of the objective lens,
such that the sample is excited by a parallel light beam with a
diameter that covers the desired field of view. As a
consequence, the specimen is illuminated in its entire axial
extension, regardless of the chosen focal plane. Therefore,
background fluorescence from out-of-focus planes obfuscates
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Fig. 2 Types of excitation and
detection modes in localization
microscopy; details are given in
the text

the image, and the axial sectioning capability is only ~1 μm.
Epi-fluorescence PALM was used to image dendritic spines
(Izeddin et al. 2011), microtubules (Burnette et al. 2011; Cox
et al. 2012), actin bundles (Hedde et al. 2009; Zhang et al.
2012), desmin filaments (Brodehl et al. 2012), and
mitochondria (Brown et al. 2011). In plant cells, localization
microscopy is challenging due to autofluorescent compounds
such as chlorophyll or secondary plant metabolites. Also,
TIRF illumination is only applicable after protoplasting
(Hohenberger et al. 2011) because the thickness of the cell
exceeds greatly the range of the evanescent wave. However,
epi-illumination PALM in living plant tissue with intact cell
Fig. 3 Fluorescence images of a
fixed HeLa cell labeled with the
fusion protein paxillin–d2EosFP.
a Diffraction-limited TIRF and
b super-resolution PALM image
of focal adhesions. c Magnified
view of the bead used for
mechanical drifts of the
microscope base, indicated by the
white arrow in panel
a. d,e Magnified view of the
conventional and the PALM
image marked by the white boxes
in panels a and b. Scale bars,
2 μm (top row) and 500 nm
(bottom row)

walls is feasible (Fig. 4). Epi-illumination has the advantage
that a sequence of lateral planes can be imaged so as to cover a
larger range in axial direction. However, all image planes are
simultaneously illuminated, resulting in the depletion of the
marker budget by photobleaching, which is particularly
problematic in super-resolution applications. This problem
can be avoided by using two-photon induced photoconversion
(Ivanchenko et al. 2007). Two-photon induced, confined
photoconversion is a technically demanding technique that
uses strong, pulsed laser light focused into the sample such
that markers exclusively within the current focal plane are
activated (Vaziri et al. 2008). Two-photon activation was
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Fig. 4 Fluorescence images of
the Lifeact–psRFP fusion
construct in live BY-2 tobacco
cells. a,b Diffraction-limited epifluorescence and c,d superresolution PALM image of actin
bundles. Scale bars, 2 μm

combined with z-localization to enable PALM of entire cells
with genetically expressed probes (York et al. 2011).
Alternatively, structures deeper inside the cell can be
imaged with a highly inclined, thin illumination beam at an
angle just below the critical angle, such that the incident beam
is not totally reflected, but travels almost parallel to the surface
(Tokunaga et al. 2008). Similar to TIRF, this approach
provides much better optical sectioning than epi-illumination
but is compromised by a smaller field of view as a result of the
inclined beam.
In SPIM, the excitation beam enters the specimen via a
second objective lens, usually perpendicular to the objective
lens used for detection. In its simplest implementation, a
cylindrical lens creates a thin sheet of light, providing excellent
optical sectioning over wide distances (~0.1–1 mm) along the
optical axis and a large field of view. In combination with
PALM, radial and axial resolutions of 63 nm and 140 nm,
respectively, have been reported (Zanacchi et al. 2011).
However, sample preparation is usually more demanding than
for the simple imaging of cultured cells and tissues on cover
slips.
Standard, i.e., single point scanning confocal microscopy
provides good optical sectioning and single molecule
detection capability but is too slow for localization
microscopy. Recently, however, by using a camera and line
instead of point scanning, confocal detection was also shown

to be feasible for localization microscopy of thick samples
(Lee et al. 2012).
Detection modes
All the different excitation modes discussed above offer much
lower axial sectioning than the lateral resolution obtained by
PALM. With epi-illumination, the focal plane typically
extends ~1 μm in the axial direction, so the z-resolution is
almost two orders of magnitude less than the lateral resolution
resulting from fluorophore localization in xy direction.
However, several detection modes have been devised for
high-precision fluorophore localization in the axial direction,
including astigmatic imaging (Huang et al. 2008), doublehelical point spread function imaging (DH-PSF-PALM)
(Pavani et al. 2009), bi-plane imaging (BP-PALM) (Juette
et al. 2008), and interferometric imaging (iPALM) (Shtengel
et al. 2009) (Fig. 2, bottom row).
Astigmatism-based methods distort the emitter PSF such
that it assumes an elliptical shape for markers slightly above or
below the focal plane. The shape and orientation of the
ellipsoid can be compared to calibration data to extract the
z-position of the fluorophores with a precision of 50–100 nm
(Huang et al. 2008). Alternatively, a helical PSF featuring two
lobes with their orientation depending on the z-position can be
created by phase modulation (Pavani et al. 2009). In biplane
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Fig. 5 Temporal resolution in
localization microscopy.
a Conventional epi-illumination
image of a live SW13 cell
expressing the fusion construct
desmin-mEosFPthermo.
b–h PALM images of the
structure shown in panel a using
different numbers of frames for
image reconstruction, as
explained in the text. Scale bar,
500 nm

PALM, two focal planes with a mutual displacement of
~500 nm are imaged at the same time, and the marker position
along the z-axis is obtained by analyzing the PSF sizes of the
fluorophore in those two images (Juette et al. 2008). iPALM is
a sophisticated interferometric approach that uses two
opposing objective lenses to collect fluorescence photons
(Shtengel et al. 2009). Their interference is measured with
three cameras at three different path lengths after recombining
both detection paths. The resulting axial resolution of <20 nm
is stunning but achieved with an extreme technical effort.
iPALM has been used to study the nanoscale architecture of
integrin-based cell adhesions (Kanchanawong et al. 2010) and
the post-fusion release and capture of a vesicle membrane
protein (Sochacki et al. 2012). Coarse-grained z -stacking
can, in principle, be combined with these axial localization
techniques to extend their total z range.

Challenges in localization microscopy with genetically
expressed probes
Both paFPs and synthetic dyes are used as popular markers in
localization microscopy. Synthetic dyes are brighter and more
photostable than FPs and, therefore, offer a higher localization
precision. For synthetic fluorophores such as Cy5 or Alexa
Fluor 647, ~6,000 photons are detected per switching cycle
(Dempsey et al. 2011). By reductive caging, even as many as
104–106 photons can be collected from photoactivatable dyes,
yielding a localization precision of 1–2 nm (Vaughan et al.
2012). Although live-cell imaging has been demonstrated
(Wombacher et al. 2010; Klein et al. 2011) using advanced
chemical labeling systems such as SNAP (Keppler et al. 2004)
and CLIP (Gautier et al. 2008) tagging, still, synthetic dyes
together with reductants required for photoswitching have

mostly been applied to fixed specimen. For in vivo
experiments, genetically expressed FPs are ideally suited.
Unfortunately, for paFPs, only <1,000 photons are
typically collected per molecule (Shroff et al. 2007). But
even with a photon budget of only a few hundred, a 10fold resolution enhancement is obtained (McKinney et al.
2009; Fuchs et al. 2010).
Label density as a limiting factor
The resolution that can be achieved by using localization
microscopy depends predominantly on the marker brightness,
but also on other imaging modalities such as 3D and
multicolor acquisition and the required acquisition speed.
Because marker localization is only possible if the distances
between the individual active markers within a single image
are larger than the extension of their PSFs, the data collected
for a single reconstructed image is spread among multiple
image frames, typically 103–105 camera frames. Thus, the
temporal resolution of the imaging system is reduced by the
same factor. While fast imaging is convenient although not
essential for fixed specimens, a limited temporal resolution is
a problem in live-cell imaging, where data acquisition needs to
keep up with the evolution of the dynamic structures under
study.
As an example, a PALM dataset of desmin-mEosFPthermo
in live SW13 cells acquired with a camera exposure time of
3 ms was evaluated using differently large data portions
ranging from 33 to the full 20,000 frames (Fig. 5). Only a
few spots are visible after the evaluation of 33 frames of
100 ms total acquisition time. Despite the high localization
precision of the individual emitters of 20–30 nm, the structure
is not resolved because there are too few markers and,
therefore, the sampling criterion is not met. It takes 3–10 s

paFPs in super-resolution localization imaging

of video data until most gaps in the structure are filled and
a useful image emerges, comparable to the evaluation of
the entire dataset. At minimum exposure times of >1 ms
with current, widely used EMCCD camera technology,
(F)PALM and STORM are limited to the second regime
(Jones et al. 2011).
Still, this is substantial progress, considering the several
minutes of acquisition time for the very first PALM images
that were published. With new CMOS camera technology,
allowing for even faster frame rates, an optimal density of
active markers and efficient localization algorithms capable of
tolerating even a partial overlap of the signals from individual
emitters, super-resolution localization microscopy with subsecond resolution, i.e., video-rate localization microscopy is
tangible (Huang et al. 2013).
Multicolor imaging
Multicolor imaging poses yet another challenge. While the
colors of chemical probes, synthetic dyes and nanocrystals
(Shang et al. 2011), range from the ultraviolet to the near
infrared, most paFPs emit with either GFP- or RFP-like
fluorescence (see Table 1). Deep-red paFPs that can be excited
with 630-nm laser light are currently not available.
Furthermore, green-emitting probes do not provide the same
brightness and photoactivation contrast as the red-emitting
variants. Hence, for multicolor imaging, photoactivatable,
genetically encoded markers have been combined with deepred synthetic dyes (Lehmann et al. 2011). Nevertheless,
based upon an evaluation of the proportion of the
fluorescence intensities detected in two spectral channels,
three-color FPALM imaging was shown to be feasible
despite strong spectral overlap of the employed paFPs
(Gunewardene et al. 2011).
Summary
Since the introduction of super-resolution localization
microscopy in 2006, the technique has found widespread
application and helped to elucidate fundamental biological
questions. Still, there is plenty of room for improvement.
Although new chemical tags for organic dyes have been
introduced lately, FPs are still the best choice for most livecell imaging experiments. In terms of photon yield, FPs
cannot keep up with high-end dyes, which are capable of
providing <10 nm in image resolution. We note that, at high
resolution, chemical tags and immunofluorescence are
problematic because they add significantly to the size of the
actual structure under study. For FPs on the other hand, the
fundamental limit in localization precision is posed by the size
of the β-barrel structure of the protein with its 3–4 nm linear
extension. Advanced paFPs with optimized photophysics and
improved spectral properties will be pivotal to further
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improving localization microscopy, especially for live
imaging.
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